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Additional Solicitor General (ASG) Gopal Subramanium, one of the top government lawyers
in the country, has seen terror at work from close quarters.
On Thursday, a Division Bench of the Delhi High Court led by Chief Justice A P Shah saw
Subramanium uncharacteristically depart from his brief to recount a personal experience from
the 26/11 Mumbai attacks.
The context arose when Shah described how "men armed with AK-47s roamed the streets of
Mumbai, killing anyone on sight".
"I know exactly what Your Lordship means. I was staying at the Diplomatic Suite opposite
room number 630 at the Taj Hotel at the time of the Mumbai attacks," the ASG interjected.
Disclosure statements from Ajmal Amir Kasab, the lone captured terrorist now standing trial,
allegedly stated how the terrorists had stayed in the Taj at room number 630 days prior to the
attacks and received many visitors there.
Speaking to The Indian Express later in the day, the ASG said he was in the suite opposite
room number 630 two days before the attacks. "I reported some odd goings-on in the hotel
which I had noticed during my stay," he said, refusing to elaborate.
Subramanium, who represents the Delhi Police, made the comment in the middle of a
marathon three-hour argument against the National Human Rights Commission's
recommendation for a magisterial inquiry into the Batla police encounter on September 19,
2008.
The ASG, in open court, went on to describe the modern day terrorists' objective with a quote
which he described as a "beautiful piece" from the book A Treatise on Terrorism-No End to
War.
"The object of terror is a continuous attempt to attack people, put them in disarray. We are no
more dealing with three or four terrorists," he quoted.
To this, the Chief Justice responded saying how he had heard many lawyers asking among
themselves as to why Kasab should even stand trial.
"What is there to try him? That is what I heard many lawyers say," the Chief Justice told the
ASG, who agreed with the former that the "law must go on".

